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If you are assailed by doubts, if you are seized with terrible inner conflict, then
do not hang your head, but raise your eyes to GOD. Thus you will be strengthened and supported. What happened to Peter: full of zeal he ran to meet the
SAVIOUR on the water. When for a moment he looked at himself and not at
JESUS any more, he was in danger of drowning. It will be the same with you, if
you only look at yourself and not at GOD in your spiritual struggles. You will
drown in your misery. Learn to always see GOD before your minds eye, even
in the greatest bustle, in worries, affliction, sorrow and joy  learn to listen to
Him. We will be glad to give you a helping hand, as CHRIST did with Peter.
Often GOD tells me: Sit down, I want to talk to you. CHRIST called on His
Apostles: Let the people sit down, I want to speak to them. So, if GOD wants
to tell you something, sit down and do not do anything else but look at Him with
your heart and listen. How difficult do many people find it. You would not yourself go and visit your doctor, tell him your aches and pains and then leave him
at once without his good advice and the necessary help? Your visit would be of
no use. Many people act in that way towards GOD: they talk away at Him with
many prayers and gestures and do not take the time to listen to what He has
to tell them. How is He supposed to help you, if you do not give Him the opportunity to answer to your questions? I wish you wholeheartedly a childlike love to
your GOD! Amen!

Be blessed by GOD TRINITY,
the 9 FATHER and the 9 SON
and the 9 HOLY GHOST. Amen!

Believe and Have Faith

Today GOD has become sparing with visible miracles. Peoples piety has
been on the wane, people have become more sinful and alarmingly indifferent. Miracles only rarely lead to conversions. Now is the time that GOD
withdraws Himself and allows all kinds of so-called faith healers to emerge.
Also Satan can work false miracles and make lame persons walk. But what
use is a sound leg, if, as a result, the salvation of your soul is endangered?
It is better for you to lose one part of your body than for your whole body
to be thrown into hell. Mt 5,29 For the Evil One exacts tribute in return for
his miracles. How can you discern which spirit it is? The Evil One, the father
of lies, can hoodwink and dazzle people so shrewdly, that his privileged
souls usually see themselves as privileged by GOD and also behave as
such. Know that there is one thing the devil is not capable of: enkindling
your heart with love of GOD. By their fruit you will recognize them. Mt 7,16
This is the only reliable feature.
The greatest miracles of our time, though,  and GOD is generous in granting them  are those which give us strength and courage to hold on in all
kinds of illnesses and hostilities, in all the hardships of our lives and to be
cheerful in spite of everything. That our blessing is able to lead the medical
skill and medicine in such a way that a person may recover. We will furthermore be allowed to perform these miracles of GODs grace, always to the
extent in which the petitioner himself is willing to lovingly observe and abide
by GODs Commandments, and is also prepared to forgive. Forgive us our
debts, as we also forgive , it says in the Our FATHER.

Unless You Become Like Little Children
Lift up your eyes to GOD! Be like a child admiring his Creator in wonderment at everything. With your gaze upwards to GOD you will receive grace.
Then when anyone was bitten by a snake and looked at the bronze snake,
they lived. Num 21,9 Always look at GOD and you will be saved. Blessed
and miraculous images will not come to life. But by looking at them, they
will act like prisms. They reflect a beam of grace from Heaven for you.
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